


Aiden Smith

Sit down and talk

An illness doesn’t just affect the person who is ill. It has an effect on the people around them also. All 
people need support, and as the carer of someone with a severe mental illness, I have experienced this 
need in many ways.

People need to sit down and talk. I have created a range of different stools to facilitate this. Each piece 
is individual, just like the people who will sit on them. Many hours of work have gone into each piece 
and have been created with the love and patience that needs to be afforded to both parties.

Please use these stools.

Sit on them and take time to talk.

 



Alinta Higgs

Snowdrop Jumper

Since 15th March 2005 when a posy of snowdrops was placed by my side, as I lay defeated by 
depression on the living room sofa, these tiny flowers have always been special to me.

My mother told me that snowdrops always represented hope to her. They were the first flowers to 
show themselves after the coldness of the winter. They were a sign of regeneration and rejuvenation.

After many hours of staring at their intricacies, whilst lying on that sofa, their beauty and poignancy 
was imprinted on me. Years later, I decided to create a jumper that would envelope the wearer with this
feeling.

In my creative work, I try to produce pieces that are comforting and embrace a sense of hope. Over the 
years I have experienced many feelings that have been distressing, due to being Bipolar, but I don’t 
believe that it will get anyone anywhere dwelling on the negatives.

There is a dark area in the garment to add contrast. Without contrast we cannot perceive the opposite. 
Without the negative, we cannot see the positive. I still hate being bipolar but it could be worse.
I can now see how beautiful snowdrops are.

 



CAROUSEL 
Oil, acrylic and graphite on Canvas. 

90 x 120cm 
 

Andy Farr 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My father developed bipolar disorder when I was about 12. At the time I had no 

understanding of how he felt, only seeing the impact his behavior had upon me and 

my family. He lived with the disorder for thirty years dosed up on lithium and other 

products until he passed a few years ago. He didn’t talk about how it felt during the 

mania or depression, however, I have talked with a number of people who are 

bipolar. They described to me the feelings of euphoria as well as the sheer despair of 

the downs. With Carousel I wanted to convey both sides of the condition – areas of 

yellows and reds to representing “the high”, juxtaposed with looming, billowing 

areas of charcoal infused darkness. The carousel horse crashing to earth was a 

metaphor used in the Black Dog Institute’s writing competition.  

 

This painting is not currently for sale as it has been selected for the FLUX Exhibition in 

April. 

 

I am now working on a project with the Institute of Mental Health in Nottingham to 

tell the stories of people who are recovering from post-traumatic stress. This work 

will be exhibited at the IMH in September and then other venues in 2019.  

 

To find out more about my work please visit www.andyfarr.com or email me at 

andyfarr.artist@gmail.com 



 

 

                            
 
 
Ann Bates 
 
Any One of Us 
 
 
I became a member of the National Rheumatoid Arthritis Society to offer my support 
to the organisation and to help me to understand how members of my family and my 
friends were feeling as they coped with the day to day problems associated with the 
invisible illness known as RA.   
 
Rheumatoid Arthritis is an autoimmune condition.  Instead of helping to protect us 
our body’s immune system attacks the lining of joints resulting in pain and stiffness.  
It tends to affect the small joints of the hands and feet first and, if inadequately 
treated, can cause irreversible damage and lead to disability. 
 
Last year the organisation launched a campaign to help raise awareness of RA via 
social media. Through the short films telling of the daily struggles that people with 
RA face, I began to understand how difficult life must be living with an illness that 
goes unnoticed mainly because of its invisibility.    
 
I am a ceramic artist and have been working with clay for over 25 years making hand 
built vessels and tiles. In Autumn last year I noticed a call-out on Facebook to take 
part in an exhibition entitled Behind the Smile to help raise awareness of invisible 
illnesses.  I saw this as an excellent opportunity to champion sufferers of RA and one 
that I was keen to pursue.  



 

 

 
It is important to me that my work has meaning and especially for this exhibition I 
wanted to make something thought provoking and different.  After much deliberation, 
the idea came to me of forming the image of a face from teardrop shaped pieces of 
clay.  I hoped that it might suggest a fragility and vulnerability that can often be 
concealed behind a confident smile.    
 
I soon discovered that making this piece was going to be a real challenge!  I watched 
many youtube videos learning about positioning the features of a face.  There was 
also the issue of gender and ethnicity that I wanted to avoid, this piece of work had 
to transcend boundaries.  At times it seemed overwhelming especially when I was 
confronted with about 200 teardrop shaped pieces of clay waiting to be coloured and 
transformed into an identifiable image of a face.   
 
Applying glaze to the background pieces was the first step and this eased me into 
working on the teardrops for the face.  Eventually when all the individual clay 
teardrops were coloured with glaze, and looking like pieces of a puzzle, I fired them 
in my kiln.  When cool, I attached the teardrops in sequence to a display board and 
the image of a face was revealed.  
 
Initially, the work is intended to be viewed from a distance as the features appear 
more defined.  On closer inspection the teardrop shapes become more visible 
revealing the way that the image is made and reinforcing the fact that although 
someone may look OK there may be underlying problems that are not immediately 
obvious. 
 
Androgynous, and of no particular race, Any One of Us appeals for recognition of 
invisible illnesses that can often lie behind the smile. 
 
 
 
 
Price: NFS 
 
 
 
www.annbates.co.uk  
 
ann@annbates.co.uk  
 
Twitter @annbates15 
 

http://www.annbates.co.uk/�
mailto:ann@annbates.co.uk�


'Antz' by Brendan McDowell

Price: £100

'Antz' is a concept I have revisited from a piece I created over 10 years ago with the same title. The 
piece is an exploration of the loneliness and negative thoughts associated with depression. The use 
of ants as a metaphor was highly influenced by parts of the film 'Old Boy' by Park Chan-wook 
where they are used as a metaphor for loneliness. Also another influence is Salvador Dali who used 
them primarily to represent death. In 'Antz' they are used to represent both loneliness and an 
obsession with death and dying both things that are prevalent in depression. There are several other 
obvious and hidden metaphors in my piece, but I am more interested in peoples responses to the 
piece than in dictating what you should see.  

https://www.instagram.com/bmcd1984/
bwjpmcdowell@gmail.com

https://www.instagram.com/bmcd1984/


Claire Davies

Like a hole in the head

Superior Semi-circular Canal Dehiscence Syndrome.  An unexplained condition until  twenty years ago.  
People will have been living with this condition, and still are, not knowing why they can hear what 
others cannot, why they are struggling with every day life, and why noise is so hard to tolerate. 

A tiny hole in the inner ear, letting in noises from the body.  Making external noises painful, and 
disrupting your balance. 

The idea for this piece came to me one night, lying in bed, listening to my eyes moving, my heartbeat 
thumping, my neck creaking and my stomach digesting my food.  People see me walk with a stick, they 
pick me up off the floor when I fall, they drive me places because I cannot safely drive, and they see me 
with my ear plugs, plugging out the the noises of life. But how can I make the invisible aspects of this 
condition visible?  

So let me explain... my body is off kilter, all the time, feeling like I am permanently drunk, or trying to 
walk on a boat.  Blue is a colour of calmness. I have to stay calm, any rise in heart rate increases 
symptoms to intolerable levels.  I am dizzy, but noise can make me even more dizzy, as can patterns. 
The modern world is intolerable. The inside world is just as intolerable, my eyes sound like ballbearings 
rolling on wood, my heartbeat is not only heard, but makes my eyes jump in time to it.  My neck sounds
like someone rubbing their fingers down a balloon.  My voice is too loud, and sometimes all I can do is 
whisper.  I have added noise to my piece, because that really is my nemesis. 

This is my representation of SCDS.  

 



Clare Fisher is a graphic and fine artist living an working in Belper, Derbyshire. Using mixed 
media design with collage and resin, based on a modern interpretation of ‘pop art’.

“The ever changing, ever exploitative nature of the fashion and beauty industry perpetuates the negative 
effect on a woman’s self-esteem, body image, and perception of beauty. By using upward comparisons, 
women are constantly comparing themselves to standards of beauty that society shows to them”.

As a response to this she has submitted two pieces of work, which were made during a period of 
sadness and anxiety, brought on by the terrible illness of a good friend who had just been diagnosed 
with; anorexia nervosa. In January 2017 her friend was admitted into hospital in Derby, very underweight 
and in very real danger of dying. A year on, and she is still struggling with the illness.

“Its so all encompassing there is no quick fix, and to watch a friend you love being taking away from you 
by anorexia is soul destroying”. 

The works in this exhibition we’re created in this period using, layers of collage to mimic the layers of 
self perception, resembling the mask we wear to cover our true selves.

As part of the exhibition artists can individually nominate a charity or organisation, to help raise 
awareness on the different illnesses that effect us. Clare has nominated ‘First Steps’. Who provide 
non-judgemental support for people suffering with eating disorders living within the Derbyshire area.

Any proceeds made from selling any of her work in this exhibition will to be donated to ‘First Steps’.

Web: www.claretwentymillion.com

Instagram: www.instagram.com/claretwentymillion/

Facebook: www.facebook.com/profile/claretwentymillion

Email: claretwentymillion@gmail.com

‘Modern Expectations’
Media: Magazine paper, printed paper, ink, acrylic paint, 
marker pen, water colour, oil pastels, pencil, graphite, 

chalk, charcoal and resin on canvas.
Size: 52cm×64cm / 20.5˝×25˝

Price: £350.00

‘Escaping Sorrows’
Media: Magazine paper, printed paper, ink, acrylic paint, 
marker pen, water colour, oil pastels, pencil, graphite, 

chalk, charcoal and resin on canvas.
Size: 52cm×64cm / 20.5˝×25˝

Price: £350.00



Clare Morgan

Being unwell just seemed to be my normal, I would joke about ‘my rubbish immune system’ and question why I was 
so exhausted after a day at work. Everything seemed to have an explanation until I found myself without a voice 
which was a result of back to back illnesses. I began to question if this really was normal…

I had speech therapy and began to piece my life back together in the summer of 2016 but by the October I was 
admitted to hospital with pneumonia, by this stage I was desperate to know what was happening to my body. I was 
diagnosed with CVID (common variable immune disorder) which means I had not been producing the antibodies I 
needed, most likely a lifelong illness, I was relieved though as there was an explanation and treatment.  A couple of 
weeks later however I was also diagnosed with a rare type of T-Cell Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma as well which led to 
chemotherapy and eventually a stem cell transplant in June 2017.

This piece was created just after my second round of chemotherapy, my future was uncertain and I needed an outlet 
so picked up my paint brushes and recorded my image. I wanted the image to show a vulnerability but also defiance. 
I felt as if I had been robbed of my femininity, independence and ability to think about the future and I wanted to 
gain back some control.

At this time I would wear head scarves and wigs in public but in this painting I wanted to own my new image and 
create something unapologetic. I wanted to confront the real me of this time, acknowledge what was happening and 
how I was feeling without having to put on the ‘public face’ I would often wear.

The painting is unrefined, in parts incomplete but I could not now work on it further, I want it to be about the 
moment of its creation, a record of what was my darkest time. Even in that time I had a quiet strength and resilience, 
you have no control over the course your life can take. I have been inspired by the stories of those on a similar 
journey and have met so many strong and inspirational people. I hope that I can make the most of the second chance
I have been given.

I owe my second chance to an unrelated stem cell donor, to whom I could not be more grateful.  If you are interested 
in joining the register you can get more information at  www.anthonynolan.co.uk or www.DKMS.co.uk and 
potentially save someone’s life.

Email: curiousinkyme@gmail.com
Website: www.curiousinkyme.co.uk
Instagram: @curiousinkyme

http://www.anthonynolan.co.uk/
http://www.curiousinkyme.co.uk/
mailto:curiousinkyme@gmail.com
http://www.DKMS.co.uk/


Beyond the Stile
By Deborah Downward

I didn’t start with the intention of this mixed media piece 
being about anything other that a ‘nice scene’ but as it took 
shape it dawned on me that it was so often how I felt.  The 
sheep who likes to stick with what she feels is safe or anxiety
and stress will rear their ugly heads.  At the age of 50 
something happened (who knows what!) that made me more 
courageous, I remind myself constantly to be BRAVE and take 
lots of deep breaths.  Slowly but surely I started to dip my toe
into the world that is beyond the stile.

Price: £89

Email: d.downward@tiscali.co.uk
Facebook: DebDownwardArt

mailto:d.downward@tiscali.co.uk


Inner strength

My illness is illustrated as a metaphor in this layered textile art piece. 
 A cluster of greying butterflies in my tummy because the anxiety I suffer from can often be a 
trigger for a flair up of my ulcerative colitis.
My UC is depicted as brambles winding through my colon because bleeding is a symptom of this 
disease.
My illness is not as pretty as it is illustrated it can be highly embarrassing and humiliating. Over the 
years I have began to find out which food is a trigger and which foods help to keep me in remission.
This has been a long and hard journey though and has been helped along by medicated drugs, at 
times scary ones which require weekly blood tests at the hospital.
A beautiful, very unexpected, thing happened at the start of last year though. I fell pregnant which 
lead to 9 plus months of remission. UC is known as an autoimmune disease and when pregnant your
immune system is lowered which means some suffers feel happier, healthier and at full strength.
My little golden miracle was healing me from within. I also studied hpnobirthing to help with 
labour. Through hypnosis and breathing techniques this too helped diminish feelings of anxiety.
During deep meditation I learnt to visualise breathing in a golden light and breathing out a cloud of 
grey anxious feelings. 
Since giving birth I feel like I have found my inner strength, introduced to me by my baby.

Elizabeth Blades
Blog – www.elizabethbladesart.com
Facebook - @ElizabethBladesArtist
Instagram - @elizabethblades

http://www.elizabethbladesart.com/


 
Unrehearsed 

(Not For Sale) 
Emerciana Desouza 

 
Website: www.emercianadesouza.com  
Email: emercianadesouza@gmail.com ,  

Facebook: Emerciana Desouza Twitter: EmercianaD 
 
As an artist I am interested in expressing my reality, as well as utilising my imagination for visions 
of hope for the future. For me, this is often done through storytelling & world building, through the 
expressive arts. Themes that I chose to explore include Feminine Power, Sexuality, Identity & 
Inclusion.  
 
Initially, I set out to visually portray two differing parts of self: one which I experience to be highly 
functional, able and very capable, and another in which I experience in my depressive & anxious 
states which restrict my ability to function 'normally'. What began as an image of me dissolving & 
disappearing became one in which I felt more a sense of emergence, showing up and building 
strength. What resulted for me, was a personal shift in perception, from experiencing difference 
negatively to being much more empowered to exist more confidently, through creative expression. 
 
Born in the UK as a queer woman of Goan heritage and raised Catholic, there are limited sources of 
positive representation & role models for me. In most spaces, I must hide parts of my identity to fit 
in. In most spaces I am seen as different, Other. It is often quite challenging to exist fully. However, 
this lack of visibility has propelled me to stop hiding, to create representation for myself, and to 
take up space through existing platforms.  
 
My journey with mental health has been tightly woven with my identity as a creative person. For 
me, art is a tool and a survival strategy, which I have utilised since childhood. Diagnosed with 
depression in my teens, it wasn't long before I discovered the limits of biomedical interventions and 
have since used more holistic methods of healing. Inspired by the therapeutic benefits of the arts, I 
trained in Creative Expressive Therapies, and now facilitate workshops to nurture others in 
fostering personal transformation & growth.  
 
 

http://www.emercianadesouza.com/
mailto:emercianadesouza@gmail.com


Fae Kilburn

                                                                Isolation

I wanted to create a unique print that had a worn, deteriorated look, that represents my 
health.
This print was inspired by a rare genetic condition called Marfan syndrome and the 
moment when consultants told me there was nothing more they could do to help my 
deteriorating health. Without any medical support I felt Isolated but I decided to put all 
these feelings and emotions into something positive and went into my studio and created 
Isolation.

Price N/F
faekilburn@hotmail.co.uk  faekilburn.co.uk  @faekilburn

mailto:faekilburn@hotmail.co.uk
http://faekilburn.co.uk


Fae Kilburn

                                                               Fused

This mono print was inspired by my chronic back pain, which is due to a genetic condition, 
it locks my joints in place and my spine feels like it is fused together, it causes physical 
limitations, often dictates what I am able to create, alters my style at times but also 
challenges me to keep finding new ways to create my art. I feel my health gives me a 
unique view on the world and my art enables me to express this.

In my work you can see that at times I am physically fragile and vulnerable but still have an 
inner strength, resilience and determination.
Price £260
faekilburn@hotmail.co.uk  faekilburn.co.uk  @faekilburn

mailto:faekilburn@hotmail.co.uk
http://faekilburn.co.uk


Artist:   Hannah Lobley 
Title:   The Wheels Go Round 

Price:   £300.00 

Website:  www.hannahlobley.com 

Email:  info@hannahlobley.com 

Facebook:  PaperworkbyHannahLobley 

Twitter: @paperworkbyhl 

Instagram: hannah.lobley 

 

Statement 

This piece is a representation of SLE, Lupus - Systemic lupus erythematosus is an autoimmune 

disease, something I have suffered from since I was 14 years old. In this disease, the body's immune 

system mistakenly attacks healthy tissue. It can affect the skin, joints, kidneys, brain, and other 

organs. As with many illnesses a person can look well on the outside; but can be in pain and suffering 

on the inside. Produced from recycled paper and worked using traditional wood working techniques, 

this material portrays how things aren’t always what they seem. The form represents how the 

wheels are often turning in the mind unseen, even if the body is in pain, has no energy and is not in 

motion. 

Process  

After accidentally leaving a book out in the rain, in 2002 Hannah Lobley developed the 

internationally exhibited and award-winning Paperwork, a unique recycling technique using the 

printed pages of unwanted books and paper. The pages are layered and transformed back into a 

solid wood like material. Traditional wood working methods are then used to create interior objects 

from that material. The surface patternation of the paper when the objects are worked echoes wood 

grain. Wood becomes paper becomes wood. 

 

 

 

http://www.hannahlobley.com/
mailto:info@hannahlobley.com




 

 

The art of Living Life in the Slow Lane 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“There is nothing social about social media”,  Jackie Ward (TreeHuggery) 

 

ARTISTS STATEMENT 

I work with found materials, memorabilia and ephemera.  (the frame for this piece is created from 

our old stair case) 

Inspired by the Dada Artists I try and create art that goes beyond “retinal art” and is art for the mind. 

I wanted  “There is nothing social about social media” to be the starting point for a discussion about 

our social media “cloak” 

 

Price £90 

 

 jackie@treehuggery.co.uk   

 www.treehuggery.co.uk 

www.facebook.com/treehuggery    www.instagram.com/treehuggery   

www.twitter.com/treehuggery 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:jackie@treehuggery.co.uk
http://www.treehuggery.co.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/treehuggery
http://www.instagram.com/treehuggery


Jacqui Futers

Goddess of Obesity

The crossed legged voluptuous fertility Goddess once was revered, her curves and 
roundness the epitome of fertility, health and wealth. Now, she, me is hated and 
looked upon with disgust. To be overweight, especially if female, is the ultimate sin 
against 21st-century western ideas of beauty.

It's considered a personal failing, a character flaw, whereas the psychological reasons, 
the addictions, the need to binge are shrugged away as lack of will. A lifetime of being 
overweight has taught me to hide me behind the scary stare, the air of "don't care, 
f*** off" and to make jokes at my own expense.  My dreads are as much a statement 
of my lack of conformity as my alienation in this society.  Strangers consider it their 
right to tell how ugly I am, what a monster, that I should go on a diet.

Behind this fat, there is a person who has had a lifetime of being verbally and 
physically abused.  Who is addicted to food but has nowhere to turn, it's not 
recognised as an illness just a personal failing, lack of willpower.    

I am alone.

Instagram:  @Bythecrookofmyhook_shop
Facebook:  www.facebook.com/Bythecrookofmyhook
Email:  byhookorcrook2015@gmail.com



Janine Booth

Dark and Light

The dark. A place that is safe. I hover and peek into the light.  I force myself in 
to it, and then run back to the safety of the dark. I keep going into it, one day I 
will be able to stay.

www.eco-create.co.uk/shops/janine-booth-knit-and-crochet-design/



Kate Whiting Designs 
 

 

“Mind & Body Shawl” 

£270 to charity MIND 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The menace of depression has infinite causes and related medical symptoms. 

Taking a silent hold on a wealth of souls, breaking their spirit and being, whilst the mind 

looks for light and escape from its grasp. 

Its hidden silence leads to misunderstanding, ignorance, and lack of acceptance of the 
reality felt and many are left empty and alone within themselves. 

Mental health needs to be heard, to be acknowledged, to have the reality clarified, to be 

accepted, and the sufferers given a hand to hold, to pull them back to the surface where 

they deserve to be. 

It isn’t just the feeling of having had a bad day. 

This shawl depicts the levels of darkness of depression, the tunnel of colour that many slide 

or fall into, and more importantly the shades of light that help guide and pull them upwards. 



The reminder that this hidden illness can quickly, unexpectedly and silently return is shown 

by the presence of the darkness once again in the finishing tail of the shawl. 

Its shape is irregular and was designed in a free form way, also to highlight that mental 

illness is not regular in its taking or being. 

Its size is replicated in an enveloping hug, much needed both in times of darkness and light. 

The shawl is available to purchase here at the exhibition, where the price of the piece will be 

donated to the charity ‘MIND’. 

A knitting pattern based on the design of the original shawl is also available through my 

Ravelry and Etsy stores, with a donation of each sale also being given to ‘MIND’ during the 

dates of the exhibition. 

 

 

KateWhitingDesigns@gmail.net 

https://www.facebook.com/moonchildstreasures 

https://www.etsy.com/shop/moonchildstreasures 

https://www.ravelry/com/desighners/kate-whiting-designs 

 

 

mailto:KateWhitingDesigns@gmail.net
https://www.facebook.com/moonchildstreasures
https://www.etsy.com/shop/moonchildstreasures
https://www.ravelry/com/desighners/kate-whiting-designs


Kayrakise Evans

Shattered Me (2018)
Stained Glass and Mirror

Kayrakise Evans is a Nottingham based artist with a passion for Origami, Photography and Stained
Glass. Kayrakise has a degree in Photography from Nottingham Trent University and Level 1 & 2
in Creative Crafts in Stained Glass. Her variety in practices has allowed her to create interesting
pieces for exhibitions and commissions across mainly Nottingham, in places such as The New Art
Exchange and Sherwood Art Week.

The title Shattered Me seemed appropriate for this piece for numerous reasons, from the literal to
the emotional. The mirror is important as I used parts of a mirror I dropped because of the tremors I
get, to create a self portrait. I wanted to reflect how broken, upset and tired I can be due to my
mental and physical difficulties. The piece as a whole reflects light and strength and how I can still
keep going and repair the cracks in my life, mainly due to my love of art.

Contact for commisions
kayrakiseevans@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/kayrakiseevansart/

mailto:kayrakiseevans@gmail.com




Kirstie Adamson

Shattered
Magazine Collage On Wood, No Paint

Self portrait based on my struggle with endometriosis and adenomyosis prior to 
radical surgery. A very personal and experimental piece. This is the first time I have 
integrated my own writing within a collage.

Website: www.kirstieadamson.co.uk
Email: hello@kirstieadamson.co.uk

Facebook: kirstie.adamson.artist
Twitter: @KadamsonArtist
Instagram: @KAdamsonArtist

http://www.kirstieadamson.co.uk/
mailto:hello@kirstieadamson.co.uk


Kirstie Adamson

Unplugged
Magazine Collage On Wood, No Paint

This piece relates to the isolation, loneliness and disconnected element of living with a
long term illness. I have many a vivid memory of watching my family playing in the 
garden and being too ill to join them. Based on my struggle with endometriosis and 
adenomyosis prior to radical surgery. 

Website: www.kirstieadamson.co.uk
Email: hello@kirstieadamson.co.uk

Facebook: kirstie.adamson.artist
Twitter: @KadamsonArtist
Instagram: @KAdamsonArtist

http://www.kirstieadamson.co.uk/
mailto:hello@kirstieadamson.co.uk


Kirstie Adamson

Hope & Despair
Magazine Collage On Wood, No Paint

I chose not to add the text to this collage as it was conceptual piece that visually spoke
of what I wanted to convey. In omitting the verse I wrote to accompany this piece I 
hope a wider group will relate to it.  All three panels are based on my struggle with 
endometriosis and adenomyosis prior to radical surgery. 

Website: www.kirstieadamson.co.uk
Email: hello@kirstieadamson.co.uk

Facebook: kirstie.adamson.artist
Twitter: @KadamsonArtist
Instagram: @KAdamsonArtist

http://www.kirstieadamson.co.uk/
mailto:hello@kirstieadamson.co.uk


Laura Mossops 

Perspective

With this piece I wanted to show that while you are undergoing extreme difficulties in 
your life, the world itself doesn't change. It's hard to understand this at times but one 
day the world is filled with jewel-like colours and the next there's no colour to be seen 
anywhere as your minds perspective bounces from one stage to another. I think 
either stage can be overwhelming or welcoming, depending on what else the person 
is currently going through.

lauramossopart@gmail.com



Margaret Denmark

” ....and where exactly does it hurt?
Water colour and pen on 300 gsm Bockingford, St 
Cuthbert's Mill NOT cold press. 
16x12inch.

I’ve struggled with endometriosis over the years. I was 
one of the first people to be found to have the 
condition, in the early seventies and was placed in a 
study group which meant I was used as a bit of a 
guinea pig and experimented on over the years.  Even 
though I had a hysterectomy at the age of 36 I was left 
with one ovary which meant that the undiscovered 
residual endometrial tissue in my body continued to 
behave in just the same way as before.  This was only 
resolved when I had a large ovarian cyst removed, 
together with the ovary, adding more knowledge to the
study group’s pot. 

During this time I had recurring fibromyalgia which added to my woes. The constant ops to remove 
endometrial tissues and the endometriosis itself left a huge amount of scarring on my organs - kidneys,
liver and pancreas. The drugs they tried out on me played havoc with my weight. I have also suffered 
from widespread lymph-oedema for many years, which has affected my movement, badly, not helped 
by the fact that I’ve developed an enlarged heart and am diabetic. As you can imagine all this has done 
little for my emotions. Having said that I think I’ve managed to cope pretty well, probably helped 
because I’m fortunate enough to have a very funny soulmate.

I’ve recently had surgery, which seems to have helped and a large amount of fluid has drained away, 
which in itself has freed up my movement, sensation in my legs feet and hands and helped with my 
balance. My diabetes has also improved. All in all the future is looking very much brighter and I’m 
hopeful of and working at getting a good part of my life back again. Thank you NHS.

I am a lifetime artist, mentored by my grandfather who put a brush in my hand when I was a baby, 
much to my mother’s chagrin, she preferred to keep me clean and polished.  I paint in all media, mainly
watercolour, oil, acrylic and pastel, I also like to draw with inks and pencils. I prefer not to stick to any 
particular style, I vary it according to my mood and the subject matter. I enjoy representational work as 
much as abstracts and have experimented throughout my life.

I worked as a career civil servant for the greatest part of my working life but I also worked in libraries 
which I loved. In both areas of work I gravitated towards artwork and training others.

I exhibited in many group exhibitions over the years. Since the mid sixties I have undertaken freelance 
book illustration work and private commissions.

After taking early retirement to look after my mother who’d had a stroke and needed round the clock 
care I amassed a large body of work undertaken while sitting with her. I did this until my mother passed
away. At this point I had moved to Spain to be with my family and had the material for several one 
woman shows around the Alicante area - El Campello, Benidorm, Finestrat and Castalla. This developed 
into gallery curating. I have also used my civil service staff training qualifications and experience into 
passing on my passion and experience in art to others. 



 

 

 

Title:  “Me & my shadow” 

 

Artist:  Martin Davis 

 

Statement:  As an ex-firefighter this work is close to my heart as it deals with trying 
to live with the cumulative effects of traumatic stress as many of our emergency 
workers do. It is truly invisible and to some extent has been normalised in the “job” – 
but the effects are anything but normal. 50% of the proceeds for any of my work will 
go to The Firefighters Benevolent Fund for the work they do with PTSD. 

 

Price:  £395 

 

Contact:  www.martindavisartist.co.uk  martin@martindavisartist.co.uk 

http://www.martindavisartist.co.uk/
mailto:martin@martindavisartist.co.uk


 
 

 

Title: “all we know of heaven” 

 

Artist:  Martin Davis 

 

Statement: Some of my work is inspired by the words and/or phrases I read in 
poetry, in this case Emily Dickinson. “All we know....” is about the importance to our 
wellbeing of human touch. It doesn’t matter whether that touch is in a physical sense 
or not (probably both) because we are all social animals who need to feel we belong 
and that we are close to others. Isolation of any sort undermines our fragile mental 
health.  

 

Price:  £795 

 

Contact:  www.martindavisartist.co.uk   martin@martindavisartist.co.uk  

http://www.martindavisartist.co.uk/
mailto:martin@martindavisartist.co.uk


 

 

 

Title:  “the substanceless blue” 

 

Artist:  Martin Davis 

 

Statement:  Poet Sylvia Plath lived under the yoke of depressive illness for much of 
her life and in this portrait she is shown outwardly successful but still “under the bell 
jar” and facing her nemesis, an infinity of blue. Creative success is obviously no 
bulwark against invisible ill health. 

 

Price:  £425 

 

Contact:  www.martindavisartist.co.uk  martin@martindavisartist.co.uk  

 

http://www.martindavisartist.co.uk/
mailto:martin@martindavisartist.co.uk


Everything that goes up
Martin D Hyde

My depression is cyclic in nature. This painting is about the fear that sets in when you are in good 
place, knowing the eventual fall will come whether you like it or not.
 
Price:  £995

Web:  mdhyde.com
Phone: 07775 758131
Instagram: instagram.com/martinhyde/



Mary Smith

Passing The Time Of Day

My paintings portray an atmospheric likeness to the world around me. The subject 
matter is always sourced from nature. In some of my paintings I have used aspects of 
the landscape to illustrate human feelings.

My interpretation of"Behind the smile " is a direct response to personal feelings 
during tough times in my life. I would often go for long walks in the countryside 
passing the time of day with strangers. Observation of people during these walks led 
me to understand how even surrounded by others we aren't able to remove the 
feeling of isolation.

www.mary-smith.co.uk



Rachel Caunce

Like Ripples on a Pond
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
Circular weaving   32cm ( 13" ) diameter
£240

Like ripples on a pond, the point of impact ricochets across a Life. It's a relative thing, an indication of 
our Humanity, our vulnerability, our sensitivity, our ways of coping, making sense, our cries for help.

The adult vividly remembering a childhood illness.
The families torn by fire, flood, famine, violence.
The refugee grieving for homeland and so much more.
The soldier shattered by war.
The bombed.
The homeless.
The Afghani with his memory of severed hands, still moving, on the grass.

So many ways and more to this place of post traumatic stress. A place one tries to shut away, to hide as
coping strategies fall into place. The walls that build. The courage of trying to get on with life. Then the 
flashbacks and memories that will not be shut out. The anger, fear, loneliness and pain. The inability to 
share with those close, this experience, the shutting out of love, compassion, the changing of essential 
Self.



Rachel Caunce

It's a Pain in the ............
Diseases of the Bowel
Weaving/mixed media    18cm x 90cm (7" x 35")
price on application

Over 300,000 people in the UK suffer from Inflammatory Bowel diseases, such as Ulcerative Colitis and 
Crohn's disease. They can start at any age, often between 15 and 25. Others experience Irritable Bowel 
Syndrome and other bowel problems including Cancer. 

Largely hidden diseases, these chronic conditions sometimes go undiagnosed, while people suffer in 
silence. With symptoms including diarrhoea, constipation, agonising pain, weakness, fever, anaemia, 
flatulence, the passing of blood, mucus and pus, mouth ulcers, exhaustion, loss of appetite and loss of 
weight, it is no wonder that sufferers often feel fear, embarrassment, shame, stigma, frustration or 
humiliation. Their lives can be seriously disrupted.  Information and treatment through drugs and/or 
surgery can help them feel more in control and help them to return to better health.

See -
www.crohnsandcolitis.org.uk                          
www.theibsnetwork.org                   
www.charter.co.uk 



  
         Innocence (2018)          Feel My Pain (2018)
         Photo Collage          Collage & Watercolour
         £150          £150 

Rebecca Jarman is a freelance artist working in her home town Swadlincote. She often uses mixed 
media to create work in response to her local area within the National Forest. 

Rebecca finds inspiration from large views across the landscape and from studying tiny details 
within the woodlands flora and fauna. Colour and texture are explored during the experimentation 
phase of her creative process, these will often feature in the finished pieces she makes. 

Rebecca enjoys using a combination of original photography, drawing, painting, collage, print and 
stitch on multiple surfaces which create exciting visual elements for the viewer to discover on close 
inspection.

“Innocence” is a comment on the genetic nature of Ankylosing Spondylitis, how passing on an 
illness to your child could affect their life, possibly limiting their ability and ultimately their future 
is truly terrifying. Rebecca has used original photographs of herself and her son at the age of three, 
along with a more recent photograph of herself in the background for this layered photo collage. 

“Feel My Pain” tries to make visible the hidden nature of fatigue and pain inflicted across the entire 
body caused by Fibromyalgia. it also depicts Rebecca's reliance on medication which enables her to
have some normality and ability to carry out everyday tasks. The hand cut figure curled up with 
stark red watercolour flowing over the form is in striking contrast to the piles of used tablet packets 
which encase it.

www.behance.net/rebeccajarman 
rebeccajarman.art@hotmail.co.uk
www.facebook.com/rebeccajarman.art 

http://www.behance.net/rebeccajarman
http://www.facebook.com/rebeccajarman.art
mailto:rebeccajarman.art@hotmail.co.uk


 

Name: Ruth Gray 

Title: Bottom of the Steps Whitby , Acrylic 40 x 40 cm 

Price of work:  £395 

Artist statement about the work: 

'Ruth Gray has been living with rheumatoid arthritis for five years and it has taken five years to 

acknowledge to herself it is happening as it is hidden and therefore easy to pretend it is not 

happening but slowly joint movement and grip are getting worse and stairs are becoming somewhat 

of a mountain, in this painting the Whitby steps represent all that has changed for her once all 199 

steps to the abbey would have been easy to climb, but on her last visit she could only imagine what 

was at the very top so here she is stood a few steps in gazing upwards as others breeze by.’ 

Contact information:  

web address: http://ruthgrayimages.net  

email: ruthgrayimages@hotmail.com  

social media: 

http://facebook.com/RuthGrayImages/  

https://twitter.com/ruthgrayimages  

https://www.instagram.com/ruthgrayimages/  

http://ruthgrayimages.blogspot.co.uk/  

http://purpleandgrey.co.uk  

http://ruthgrayimages.net/
mailto:ruthgrayimages@hotmail.com
http://facebook.com/RuthGrayImages/
https://twitter.com/ruthgrayimages
https://www.instagram.com/ruthgrayimages/
http://ruthgrayimages.blogspot.co.uk/
http://purpleandgrey.co.uk/


Stevie Davies

Outline - Time for coffee
A series of original photos translated into line drawings.

Just over two years ago I was working on an on-going self lead project called ‘Surface Details’. Working 
towards a mixed media exhibition exploring the overlooked details of my surroundings designed to encourage us 
all to stop, breathe and appreciate the little things.  It happened to coincide with a particularly stressful and 
emotional time in my life where I was sat for hours and needed a distraction from the situation I was in. I found that
creating each drawing with the use of repetitive movements/processes a very meditative experience and 
felt the psychological benefit of taking the time to unwind, peacefully, was something that helped to fight 
off the negative thoughts and depression I could have easily slipped in to. 

The series created for Behind the Smile has been developed from my original photographs, all of which were taken 
on my mobile while out and about, with a love of colour and texture, I can’t help but be fascinated by peeling paint 
or a rusty gate. The drawing process I have chosen uses fine tipped pens, primarily in black to produce a simple line 
drawing which abstract the shapes and forms of the photographic image.  I chose to work on each drawing in a 
different café in Derby, taking a short break to enjoy a mouth full of coffee and while listening to the conversations 
going on around me, and this is where the first half of the title for each piece comes from.

So many of us rush through life, I truly believe we all need to open our eyes to the beauty that surrounds us and I 
encourage you to spend a few minutes a day, looking and thinking about the things that intrigue you and make you 
happy. Why not express them in a drawing or doodle, you don’t have to show anyone, or even keep the picture you 
create but the release you could get from taking time for yourself could be truly beneficial to your health and 
wellbeing. 

Framed Original Drawings  - £28
www.stevie-davies.co.uk
07884402036
info@stevie-davies.co.uk
Find me on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram  
Following the Surface Details project on Facebook too!

Commissions welcome. Why not talk to Stevie about having a series of drawings of a meaningful place, favourite 
building or personal object. 

http://www.stevie-davies.co.uk/
mailto:info@stevie-davies.co.uk


Waiting To Emerge - By Vikki Marsden                                                            Price:  £350 (£50 goes to charity - Mind)

New mothers may feel guilty at the absence of happiness and feel lost or numb in their own bodies.  Although we are 
surrounded by communication technology, it is us who can feel run down and disconnected and it is difficult to 
express negative feelings about parenthood. Postnatal Depression happens in around 1 in 5 women and is a flaw in 
chemistry not character. Asking for help is necessary and given time and support, our true selves will emerge.

E – vikkimarsden@ymail.com
Instagram – wikkiart    www.facebook.com/WikkiArts

T – 07846806810
Commissions available on request.

mailto:vikkimarsden@ymail.com
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